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Background
The importance of vocabulary in second language (L2) learning and use was established decades 

ago, and there is abundant research on its influence on L2 performance. For instance, Qian (2002), 

Laufer and Aviad–Levitzky (2012), and many other studies have shown how the knowledge of vocab-

ulary affects the extent to which learners can understand the passage they are exposed to. Research 

on text coverage (i.e. the percentage of running words that are covered by the words a reader can 

recognize the meaning of) has shown that for reasonable comprehension of a written passage, as high 

as 95-98% of the running words need to be recognized (e.g. Nation, 2006). The link between vocabu-

lary and aural skills has also been shown. Stær (2009) examines the contribution of vocabulary knowl-

edge to listening comprehension, and claims that it is responsible for half of the variance occurring 

in the study, and Alharthi (2020) demonstrates how the knowledge of the first 3000 words affects the 

learners’ speaking ability.

Echoing the well recognized importance of vocabulary knowledge, Japanese students preparing 

for university entrance exams make efforts to expand their vocabulary, as shown in the large selec-

tion of vocabulary textbooks we can find in bookstores. Unfortunately, however, unless they enter the 

university with a great interest in further developing their English skills, most of them do not spend 

time to maintain the vocabulary they must have acquired in the course of preparing themselves for 

the exam. There is some research showing how quickly Japanese university students can lose their 

vocabulary after admission (e.g. Okamoto, 2007), and systematic support is required to maintain and 

reinforce the vocabulary knowledge they already have.

Another problem is that the way vocabulary is learned through vocabulary textbooks is often 

very superficial, focusing mostly on translation or Japanese-English definition matching. Some stu-

dents seem to think that knowing the primary meaning of a word in Japanese is enough to under-

stand the word. However, as Nation (2013) suggests, there are numerous aspects involved in “knowing” 

a particular vocabulary item; in order to use a word effectively, learners need to know not only its 

meaning but also its grammatical behavior and any specific connotations or nuances it might have. 

As a consequence of exam preparation focusing only on meaning recognition, the vocabulary knowl-

edge possessed by Japanese university students often lacks depth, and this can lead to various issues 
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when they come to use those words in production. For instance, the words  peculiar and unique share 

the same translation 独特な (dokutokuna), and some students say peculiar when they simply mean 
unique as the translation fails to convey the slightly negative connotation that the word peculiar has.  

Also, we often find clumsy constructions in student writing because their learning was focused main-

ly on individual words, rather than on how each word is actually used in context. For instance, some 

students might say dense coffee when they mean strong coffee. Grammar features can be a problem too, 

and some students do not seem to pay much attention to a word’s part of speech information. This 

can lead to a grammatically wrong sentence such as I’m sorry for absenting yesterday.

Given the recognised importance of vocabulary knowledge, the often-observed attrition of vo-

cabulary in students’ lexicons, as well as various problems regarding vocabulary use, a project was 

launched to create an ‘MGU Vocabulary Booster’ (MVB) component for mandatory English Commu-

nication 2 courses offered by the Center for Liberal Arts at Meiji Gakuin University. The objective of 

developing this component is to boost the vocabulary knowledge of the students by helping them do 

the following three things:

1. Maintain their knowledge of basic vocabulary that supports communication in English.

2.  Elaborate on their understanding of words they are likely to have studied prior to college admis-

sion.

3.  Gain basic Data-Driven Learning (DDL) skills to foster their inductive vocabulary learning both 

during the course and after completing the mandatory EFL program.

This paper provides background to the MVB so that it may be better understood by the teach-

ers in charge of English Communication 2 courses. It is also hoped that this paper will encourage 

the academic and constructive discussion on how the MVB  could be amended and expanded in the 

future. The following sections will describe how the MVB was designed, with particular focus on the 

choice of word list, its presentation to the students, and the actual activities given to the students.

Designing the MGU Vocabulary Booster
Choice of word list

As is stated in the first of the three objectives, the MVB aims to maintain the knowledge of high 

frequency words, rather than to attain a large vocabulary size by teaching low frequency words. This 

is because high frequency words are heavily used in both spoken and written communication, and the 

knowledge of the most frequent 3,000 words is essential to comprehension of spoken and written dis-

course (Schmitt & Schmitt, 2014). Furthermore, the increase in communication ability gained from the 

study of lower-frequency words is not commensurate with the effort required to learn them. As the 
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target students of the MVB  are non-English majors, rather than aiming to attain a larger vocabulary 

size, we decided it would be more beneficial for them to consolidate their knowledge of the words 

that support the basis of communication skills.

The understanding that some words are more useful to learners than others was established 

long ago, and one of the first major systematic attempts to compile a list of useful vocabulary is 

West’s (1953) General Service List. With the increasingly easy access to computers of recent decades, 

a number of attempts have been made to produce more up-to-date lists based on large corpus data. 

The lists based on the British National Corpus (BNC) and the Corpus of Contemporary American En-

glish (COCA) are among the currently most influential ones. For the new vocabulary component, we 

decided to use the New General Service List (NGSL; http://www.newgeneralservicelist.org) for the 

following reasons.

First, the NGSL is a publicly available frequency-based word list, and it has abundant accom-

panying learning and assessment instruments that are also freely available online. With these, we 

can easily administer pre- and post-tests to track student progress, as well as encourage students to 

study the list outside of the classroom. The way the NGSL counts ‘a word’ was also determined suit-

able for our students. Some lists count a head word, its inflections and some of its derivations (e.g., 
act, acts, action, actor, acting) as a word, which corresponds to Level 6 of Word Family (Bauer & Nation, 

1993). However, ‘a word’ in the NGSL takes only a head word and its inflected forms, which is often 

called lemma or flemma in the field (Pinchbeck, 2014). McLean’s (2018) study on Japanese university 

students revealed the inappropriacy of using Word Family as a word counting unit because they do 

not possess enough derivation knowledge, and the use of flemma rather than Word Family made the 

NGSL a reasonable choice for our project.

The creators of the NGSL claim its 2801 words cover 90% of the vocabulary found in general 

English corpora. Although the objective of the MVB component is to consolidate students’ knowledge 

of high frequency words, some of the words in NGSL are extremely basic. For instance, it includes 

function words such as pronouns and auxiliaries, which are not worth keeping in the list. Some con-

tent words (e.g. dog, have) were also selected for exclusion, and from the list of 2801 words, 511 words 

that met any of the following criteria were discarded:

1. Function words (articles, pronouns, prepositions, conjunctions, and auxiliaries)

2. Items in the first 500-word level on the New JACET 8000 words list (JACET, 2016)

3. Interjections (e.g. hi, hello)

The remaining 2290 words were broken into 46 sets, 50 in each of the first 45 sets, and 40 in the 

last. These were then uploaded to Quizlet.com. Quizlet.com is an online flashcard learning system 
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and was chosen as our main platform not only because it is easy to manage and freely available, but 

also because students do not need to create an account in order to access the vocabulary lists they 

are asked to learn. The site also hosts optional supplementary learning activities and games for each 

flashcard stack.

Activities were then prepared for each set, in three sections, each section having its own dif-

ferent objective. These activities can be presented in an A4 size handout, or imported into an online 

learning management system. The design and the objective of the activities are explained below.

Activities

a) Form-meaning matching

The first section, form-meaning matching, asks students to find a matching item for each of the 

three different English definitions given (Figure 1). The primary purpose of this activity is to have 

students go through all 50 words in the set, so that they can refresh their memory of the words they 

are likely to know. Should they come across a word they have no prior knowledge of, they are en-

couraged to take notes.

Another objective of this section is to familiarize students with dictionary-style English defini-

tions. This is because the Japanese translation presented in dictionaries and wordbooks very often 

fails to capture the entire picture of what each word means, and the habit of learning words only 

through L1 translation, as noted above with the peculiar vs. unique example, seems to cause problems 

in students’ vocabulary knowledge. By seeing the definitions in English for the words they are likely 

to have learned by high school, students are encouraged to notice the difference between the word as 

they know it in L1 translation and the word as they see it in the English definition. Also, by provid-

ing students with the opportunity to get used to reading and understanding English definitions, it is 

hoped that in the future, they will be more likely to actively choose to search for information about a 

word using English. 

Figure 1. Sample activity: Form-meaning matching
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b) Data-driven learning

The second section gives students an opportunity to practice some DDL skills. DDL is an in-

ductive approach to teaching how vocabulary items are used. In DDL learners engage in their own 

linguistic search by accessing corpus data directly (Szudarski, 2018). By using corpora to explore how 

words are used, learners can derive more information than can be found in teaching materials such 

as dictionaries and grammar books (Chambers, 2010). It helps students recognise the complexity of 

how vocabulary items are used and reinforces the idea that simply knowing the L1 translation of a 

word is not the same as knowing how to use that word.

Researchers emphasize the importance of knowing the lexical patterns, or collocations, in which 

a word is used (e.g. Lewis, 2000). Various studies show that active attempts should be made to raise 

learners’ awareness in this area and cultivate such knowledge (e.g. Ying & O’Neill, 2009, Boers & 

Lindstromberg, 2012); DDL is aptly suited to this. Also, it can help learners see the differences be-

tween two words that often share a common Japanese translation word, as well as identify how En-

glish-based loanwords can be different in  meaning or usage from their original English words.

Although DDL is an approach with many benefits, learners need to be trained to use corpora 

effectively. This section therefore is designed to have them learn how to use, and what to look for in, 

a typical general English corpus. From among the freely available corpus tools, we selected SkELL 

(http://skell.sketchengine.co.uk/run.cgi/skell) for the current project because, being specifically de-

signed for language learners as opposed to researchers, it has a user-friendly interface and a sim-

plified set of tools. It does not allow us to run the types of advanced search that corpus researchers 

often perform, but it still gives sample sentences as well as collocation information, which is sufficient 

for DDL purposes.

The initial search page of SkELL is quite simple (Figure 2). We simply type in the word we want 

to learn about (for example, communicate), and choose one of the three search types. Examples gives us 

40 example sentences, from which we can see various aspects of the word such as grammar patterns 

and common meanings. Word sketch gives us a summary of the word’s usage in terms of its common 

collocates. In the case of a verb, for example, it shows the typical subjects, objects, modifying adverbs, 

as well as other verbs that are used with the conjunction and (e.g. communicate and collaborate, commu-

nicate and interact). The final type of search, Similar words, shows other related words that are often 

used in a similar context as the searched word, and is useful when looking for synonyms and seman-

tically-related alternatives.
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In this section, for a small number of words from each set, learners are asked to perform one 

of several different search-related tasks on SkELL (Figure 3). These tasks include: finding common 

collocates for a verb or an adjective, finding differences between two or more similar words (e.g. dra-

matically vs. greatly), exploring the use of a word when it occurs in a less well-known part of speech 

form (e.g. fuel as a verb), and exploring differences between English words and how their katakana 

counterparts are used in Japanese (e.g. highlight vs. hairaito). 

These activities are designed to encourage students to pay closer attention to how words are 

actually used. It is also expected that students learn there are patterns in the way each word is used, 

and those patterns can be different even when two or more words seem similar in meaning.  Finally, 

it is hoped that, eventually, students will actively use these resources when they use English on their 

own trying to reach a higher level of sophistication.

Figure 2. SkELL search interface
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c) Derivation and part of speech exercise

The final section is for learning various derivation forms, and aims to address some of the vo-

cabulary knowledge weaknesses of Japanese learners identified in previous research. McLean (2018) 

demonstrates how Japanese university students lack knowledge of derivations, and that this is cer-

tainly a knowledge they need to expand. Having good derivation knowledge would mean that when 

they learn a new word in the future, they will be able to anticipate its derived forms, thus adding not 

just one word to their lexicon, but several.

Additionally, Ishii et. al (in press) describe the difficulties Japanese learners have when a word 

form occurs in more than one part of speech. For example, the learner may know the meaning of 

the noun form silence, but not necessarily understand what its verb form means in the sentence, “The 

voices of the laborers were silenced.” The knowledge that a single word form can be used in different 

parts of speech can help learners parse the word when seeing it take on an unfamiliar grammatical 

role in a sentence.

To cultivate students’ awareness of parts of speech and knowledge of various derivation forms, 

this section asks students to find derivation forms of given words, and then fill in the blank in sen-

tences with a word form that is appropriate both in meaning and form (Figure 4).

Figure 3. Sample activity: DDL
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Conclusion
This paper reported on the development of a new vocabulary component, the MVB, for English 

Communication 2 classes. It is based on a 2290-word list created  using the NGSL, and solid knowl-

edge of those words should provide a good basis for communication in English. As covering all these 

words in one academic year would not be feasible, teachers can select the level of words they wish 

their students to learn and focus on those in class. Even if all the exercises cannot be directly pre-

sented during class time, all the materials are available for self-study outside of the class.

Previous research findings suggest the tendency of Japanese learners to lose their vocabulary 

after entering the university, and indicate  problems stemming from a rather superficial understand-

ing of the words they study. The MVB, therefore, focuses on aiding the retention of the words that 

are the most useful for communication and deepening the knowledge of the words they have already 

learned.

At the time of writing this paper, the MVB has not been presented to students yet, and whether 

or not this boosts our students’ vocabulary knowledge and usage has yet to be tested. Especially, the 

potential contribution of DDL to the expansion of their vocabulary knowledge as well as their learn-

ing habits is worth closer attention. We hope that the MGU Vocabulary Booster component will lead 

Figure 4. Sample activity: Derivation
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learners to a better command of the basic vocabulary items that serve as a foundation for both writ-

ten and spoken communication.
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